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2010 Annual Conference Will Be Held in 
Florida in November 

O n November 4-6, 2010 the 2010 Annual NEBB Conference will be held in 
Bonita Springs, Florida at the Hyatt Regency Coconut  Resort and Spa.  

On-line registration for the Conference opened up July 15th at www.nebb.org.   
   The Technical Sessions will include the following: 
 
 Friday, November 5th: 
 

   Lighting and HVAC Commissioning at Paramount Studios 

   Refrigeration System Commissioning 

   Air Flow Visualization 

   New Technologies for Flow Meters 

    Legal Bombshells: Indemnity, Arbitration and Litigious Venues 

   Net Zero Buildings 

   Advanced Thinking-Innovative Laboratory Solutions 

   Fundamentals of Particle Counting 

   BIM and TAB 

 
Saturday, November 6th: 
 

 Consultative Selling Skills 

 Introduction to Sound & Vibration Analysis for the Building 

Commissioning Process 

 Websites, Brochures and Ads 

 The Science behind Ultrasonic Flow Meters 

 Energy Saving Effect of Pressure Independent Valves on 

Systems 

 Saving Balancing Time with Factory Calibrated Terminal 

Devices 

 
   In addition to the extensive technical sessions, representatives from AIA, 
ASHRAE, RSES and MCAA will be present. 
 
   All interested parties are welcome to register and attend. 
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June’s Re-Certification Meeting Recap 
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O ur June Re-Certification Meeting was held on June 16th.  Our speakers were Pete Maguire from Lighthouse speaking on 
“fundamental of Particle Counting”,  Dave Day with Ebtron presented “Everything you also wanted to know about IAQs 

but were afraid to ask”, and Brent Baird with Instruments Direct spoke to the group on “New Ultrasonic Technology”. 
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 Dry Data Centers - Part 1 

ABSTRACT 
The aim of this report is to determine whether or not the power density of a data center limits the capability to cool it without introducing any 

water or refrigerant into the server space. As ASHRAE expands the acceptable environmental envelope of data centers, airside economization is 
becoming more commonplace in certain geographical regions. If air alone introduced from outside the data center can satisfy the load, then it amelio-
rates the risk of transporting liquids inside the server space and maximizes the potential of airside economizers. Data centers of this type (no localized 
cooling) are defined as Dry Data Centers in this investigation. 

This conference paper presents CFD simulations of a data center with hot-aisle containment, 48-inch cold aisles, and air delivery via sidewall 
plenums. This scenario represents a much greater challenge compared to a raised floor supply plenum for satisfying the environmental constraints with 
cooling introduced only from outside the interior space. If the conceptual design works for the modeled scenario, then it will work for raised floor supply 
plenums. The servers within the racks will be modeled using CFD analysis and the power density will be simulated to determine if there is a limit to 
implementing dry data centers in relation to power density. The simulations are also analyzed for any potential design challenges and recommenda-
tions for further studies. 

The CFD simulations show that data centers with even the highest power densities can be cooled strictly by delivering an adequate amount of 
air to the server space from outside the space itself. Many approaches to cooling data centers advocate installing either water or refrigerant piping 
within the data center itself. Unfortunately the risk of catastrophic failures, the costs to safeguard against those failures, and the overall mechanical 
cost of the data center greatly increase when introducing liquids in the server space. One ramification of keeping a data center dry while adequately 
cooling it is that it maximizes the potential energy savings associated with airside economization. 

 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
        Implementing outside air economizers to cool data centers is one of the best ways to reduce the high operating costs re-
quired for cooling these facilities. One of the design obstacles of data centers implementing outside air economizers is whether 
or not localized cooling (equipment located within the data center itself) is required. A data center designed with localized 
cooling will generally not have the infrastructure that allows for full cooling from an outside air economizer. 

Localized cooling can take on many forms. Computer Room Air Handlers (CRAH), Computer Room Air Conditioners 
(CRAC), server racks or servers with integral cooling coils, and cooling modules located beside or above computer racks are 
all examples of localized cooling. It is possible to supplement a data center with localized cooling to take advantage of outdoor 
air economization; however, the air-moving systems in these data centers generally require a totally separate system to do that. 
Integrating a wholly separate airside economizer system with the localized cooling system can be prohibitive due to costs, spa-
tial coordination, and other issues. For low-power data centers (generally less than 75 Watts per data center square footage) 
the question is moot – localized cooling is not required. 

Higher density spaces are usually designed with some form of localized cooling via chilled water or refrigerant coils and 
fan systems within the data center server space. These kinds of systems have several significant disadvantages. The risk of a 
catastrophic failure should be of primary concern to air conditioning engineers. It is quite remarkable to this author that fire 
sprinkler systems serving data centers are very often dry-pipe systems in order to decrease the risk of water damage to the 
servers yet conditioning systems very often include pressurized liquid systems within the same space. 

The risks for air conditioning companies do not end with catastrophic failures. When mechanical equipment is located 
within the data center, then service technicians must access the data center over its entire life. Replacement parts and the asso-
ciated tools required to install them have to be negotiated around server racks and electrical components. Maintenance and 
repair work will usually require particulate containment and other precautionary measures, but the work must also be done 
quickly to minimize the downtime of equipment. This is a bad mix that increases the risk of mistakes. 

Another disadvantage is the higher first costs associated with localized cooling. The equipment in a localized cooling sys-
tem is very expensive on a $/ton or $/cfm basis when compared to a rooftop or mechanical pad systems. Installation is also 
much more expensive because large portions of the mechanical work will occur within the data center itself. The coordination 
around other trades like electrical, fire sprinkler, and communication increases labor factors and scheduling risks. Removing 
the mechanical scope of work as much as possible from within the data center itself also removes many first costs. 

Is it really necessary to have localized cooling in high density spaces? This investigation uses CFD models to answer that 
question. 
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 Dry Data Centers - Part 1 
PROCEDURE 
       A sample data center shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below will be modeled using TileFlow software by Innovative 
Research Incorporated. The heat from the racks will be set at the maximum loads per the ASHRAE Projected Power 
Trends of Datacom Equipment for the year 2010. From this projection the equipment loads for Computer Servers is 
approximately 5,715 Watts per equipment square foot (Simulation Case A) and the load for Communication Servers is 
10,000 Watts per equipment square foot (Simulation Case B). 

The overall dimensions of the data center shown in Figure 2 were arbitrarily chosen so the CFD simulations would 
express the design challenge of limiting maximum cooling airflow velocity at the entry into the cold aisle (discussed fur-
ther below). The width of the cold aisles is 48-inches (122-cm), the server rack depth is 42-inches (107-cm), and the hot 
aisle width is 36-inches (92-cm). The analysis assumes that all servers have integral fans capable of maintaining a 35°F 
(19.5C) temperature difference between the hot and cold aisles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Figure 1: Internal Elevation of Data Center for CFD Simulations 

___________________________________ 
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Figure 2: Plan View of Data Center for CFD Simulations 

The overall dimensions of the room are 100-feet (3048-cm) long and 44-feet (1341-cm). Air is evenly supplied 

through the two short sides of the room via a full-wall perforated diffuser. There is a 6-foot (183-cm) separation 

between the supply chase wall diffuser and the first rack. The six rows of servers contain forty-four 84-inch (213-

cm) racks each for a total of 264 racks in the data center. The ceiling height is 10-feet (305-cm) and the hot aisles 

are totally isolated. 

The computer software shows the temperature and velocity distributions at any location in the data center. 

These distributions will be analyzed for each case to determine if there are problem areas that localized cooling 

would alleviate and if the data center could be redesigned to avoid the problem without localized cooling. 

 
Sargon Ishaya, PE, LEED AP is a consultant at Pragmatic PE and an assistant professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, San Jose 
State University, San Jose, California. 
 
©2010 Pragmatic PE  
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 NEBB Certified Professional     September 18, 2010, 8:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. 

 Written/Practical Exam     San Leandro, CA 

 

 Fume Hood Seminar      September 21-24, 2010, NEBB TEC, AZ 

 

 BSC Advanced Seminar     September 20-25, 2010 NEBB TEC, AZ 

 

 Chapter Re-Certification Deadline   November 1, 2010 

 

 National Annual  Meeting     November 4-6, 2010, Bonita Springs, FL 

 

Chapter Re-Certification 2nd Deadline  November 15, 2010 
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NEW MEMBER 

Welcome to our newest member to NEBB! 
 

Pacific Test & Balance, Inc. 
2612 B. Waiwai Loop 
Honolulu, HI  96819 
www.pacifictab.com 

808/839-2444 
808/839-2443 Fax 

 
Certified Professionals: 

Jason Huffman 
Mike Dabney 

 
Certified Technician: 

Davis Nguyen 

 
 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
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I n this installment we will talk about Room Differential Pressure.  What is it, why does this matter to a cleanroom, what are the 
benefits to having proper pressures, and what are acceptable pressures? 

 
Room Differential Pressure is simply the difference in pressure between two areas.  It can be the differential between a controlled 
area and an uncontrolled area or between two controlled areas.  In general, the cleaner/more controlled areas have a higher pres-
sure than the less clean/less controlled areas.  In areas that require containment of the process, this condition is reversed.  That is 
to say that the area that needs the most containment is more negative to the area that needs less containment.  For purposes of 
this discussion, we will focus on positively pressurized cleanrooms. 
 
Illustration-1 shows a typical, generic cleanroom layout, with several rooms, doors, and wall mounted pass-throughs.  You will 
note that the arrows over the doors and pass-throughs indicate the desired direction of Room Differential Pressure migration. 
 
The difference in room pressure provides the cleaner area with a method to exclude particles from entering from the less clean 
area through any openings.  With the cleaner area positively pressurized, there is a constant outward flow of air through any 
openings, thus preventing particles from entering the cleaner area, regardless of typical drafts or other conditions that exist in the 
less controlled area that would otherwise allow particles to enter. 
 
The benefit is that proper Room Differential Pressure insures that only the particles that are being generated in the clean area 

itself are adding to the total particle concentration and are not being affected by 
outside conditions.  This can be important when trying to determine the source of 
particle contamination within a cleanroom. 
 
Pressures in excess of 0.1”w.c. should be avoided as they can make doors difficult 
to open and create significant noise and eddies at small openings due to the high 
velocity of the air moving out.  Typical acceptance pressures are for clean area to 
uncontrolled area to have 0.05” w.c. or greater and for higher class clean area to 
lower class clean area to have 0.02” w.c. or greater. 
 
Each level of differential pressure can be thought of as steps of a staircase.  Each 
door would be a step and the more doors you have to go through, the „higher‟ you 
are on the staircase.  This is an important concept to correctly visualize, because 
some paths through the cleanroom require you to „skip steps on the staircase‟.  In 
this example Locations-1 & 5 should have a minimum design pressure of 0.05” 
w.c.  Locations-2-4 should have a minimum design pressure of 0.02” w.c. And Lo-
cations-6-8 should have a minimum design pressure of 0.07” w.c. (the sum of the 
other two pressures). 
 
 
Illustration-1 

 
In conclusion, Room Differential Pressures are an important component to overall cleanroom performance.  Although the intri-
cacies of adjusting and setting the Room Differential Pressures can be difficult and take years of experience, they are relatively 
easy to test.  They should be tested regularly and included in any established routine monitoring program, as they will often alert 
you to changes in the airflow (since the two are directly related). 
 

By Greg Bluhm, Vice-President of CSI, Inc., Santa Clara, CA 

Cleanrooms: A Basic Guide  - Part 3 
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New Safety Manual for the HVACR Service Technician 

T hanks to a partnership with RSES, NEBB is now carrying selected titles in the NEBB Bookstore such as the new safety 
manual for HVACR Service Technicians. 

   To address the increasingly important need to keep heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration technicians safe in 
the field, RSES is offering its 165-page book titled Safety for the HVACR Service Technician. 
   Topics covered in Safety for the HVACR Service Technician four-color book include:  job site safety; personal protective 
equipment; fan safety; cylinder handling; soldering; brazing and welding; fire safety; materials handling; and first aid.  Cost is $30 
plus shipping. 
   To order these publications, please contact Elana@nebb.org.   

 

JTS 

Jeffrey Tax Solutions 
“Providing Pro-active Tax Preparation Services” 

 

Our Services include: 
 Financial Statement Compilation 

 Business Entities and Non-Profit Tax Preparation 

 Individual Tax Preparation 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Nicole A. Jeffrey, MST, CPA 
najeffrey@att.net 

925.425.7295 
www.jeffreytax.com 

 
 

We are the “Official Northern Califor-

nia/Hawaii NEBB Chapter’s” CPA 

Airflow Characteristics and  Diagnostics 

E xplore the fundamentals of air movement.  Learn 
how to determine duct size.  Understand how duct 

size, velocity and air volume interact.  Study the basic 
design conditions that must be present for duct systems 
to function properly, basic airflow design limits and the 
methods of identifying and correcting airflow problems.  
Increase your knowledge or brush up on your skills by 
utilizing quizzes or interactive practices in each category 
section throughout the CD.  Topics covered in depth 
include basic airflow characteristics, how air velocity, 
duct size and air volume are related, air volume levels 
and measurement, air systems and basic application the-
ory and interactive  practices. 
 
Systems Requirements: 
 
Processor:  486 Pentium®, 100 MHz or higher 
Operating system:  Microsoft® Windows® 3.x, Win-
dows 95, Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows Me, 
Windows XP, Windows NT® 
Hard drive:  41 MB available space 
CD-ROM drive:  2x or higher 
RAM:  16 MD 
Other:  16-bit sound card with speakers, 256-color dis-
play (640 x 480 or higher recommended) 
CBT3  CD‟s currently not compatible with 64-bit Win-
dows Vista 
 
Cost:  $80 plus shipping 
 
To order , please contact Elana@nebb.org.   

mailto:najeffrey@att.net


 

Therma 
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FEATURED ASSOCIATE 

T herma Corporation is one of the largest Northern California Bay Area mechanical contracting firms specializing in design, 
installation, and service of mechanical systems.  Therma was founded in 1967 by Joe and Nicki Parisi, President and CFO.  

Therma grew up along side the developing semi-conductor industry always staying ahead of the competition by developing state 
of the art methods to meet their client‟s mechanical needs and installation requirements, often while maintaining intense project 
schedules and deadlines. Today, Therma has over 1,500 employees, including more than 1000 craftsmen from the Pipe Fitters, 
Plumbers, and Sheet metal unions.  Therma‟s corporate philosophy of “working smart” along with the employees‟ attitude of 
“we can do” has made Therma a familiar presence throughout the Silicon Valley and the greater Bay Area.  The company focus 
has been mechanical contracting for industrial, commercial and biomedical facilities. 
   In 1998, Therma moved into their present 240,000 square foot, 14-acre site at 1601 Las Plumas Avenue, San Jose, CA.  This 
state of the art facility has the most advanced fabrication and pre fabrication equipment and software that support Therma‟s 
growth as well as its client‟s vast and varied necessities. 
   Therma has been a NEBB certified firm since 1986.  Therma feels the NEBB certification builds confidence with their custom-
ers assuring optimum performance of tested systems. 
   Troy Stenstrom is Therma‟s TAB Department Supervisor and is the current NEBB certified professional in Air & Hydronic 
Environmental Systems and Cleanroom Performance Testing.  Troy is responsible for the qual- ity 
of Therma‟s TAB work, assuring that the contract obligations set forth in the project drawings 
and applicable specifications are achieved.  As Therma‟s TAB Department Supervisor, Troy has the 
following responsibilities: estimating and budgeting Therma‟s TAB projects, technician training - as-
suring that Therma‟s technicians are properly trained and possess sufficient skills to perform 
work assigned, project management, and QA of all Therma TAB reports. 
   Troy worked in the field as a technician for 14 years before becoming the TAB Department Su-
pervisor. As a technician Troy was responsible for all phases of air and hydronic balancing, 

cleanroom testing, and cleanroom certification.  This in-
cluded testing, adjusting, and setting up complete air and hydronic systems so they operated at 
their highest efficiency while meeting design specifications. At Therma, Troy was involved in a 
variety of TAB projects; however, he found his niche in the pharmaceutical industry where he 
completed several validated cGMP projects. 
   Troy attended college at California State University, San Luis Obispo, where he earned a 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Engineering Technology with his concentration in Air Condi-
tioning and Refrigeration. 
   After completing his degree, Troy worked for two years in the HVAC controls industry as a 

project engineer with Yamas Controls, Inc.  At Yamas, Troy was in charge of numerous jobs from start to completion.  This in-
cluded temperature control drawing layout, coordination of installation, writing of control software according to the job specifi-
cations, starting the job via a point-to-point check-out, ordering parts, and finally owner training.  After leaving Yamas, Troy 
joined Accubalance Associates Inc. in 1993 at the TAB Journeyman level before joining Therma Corporation in 1994 where he is 
presently employed.  
   Some past and present projects Therma has worked on include the following:  Apple, Solyndra, Alza, Merck, Genentech, Ta-

keda, Intel, Hewlett Packard, and numerous projects at Stanford.    



 

A s you all know, each NEBB certified firm and Certified Professional goes through a 
re-certification process every other year.  Therefore, approximately half of the firms 

and Certified Professionals in the Chapter are reviewed each year.   
   This is a lengthy process as we must review the firms‟ instruments to make sure they are 
calibrated and up-to-date as well as reviewing reports to see that they are meeting NEBB 
minimum standards.  We also review each Certified Professionals CEU educational hourly 
requirement. 
   We couldn‟t do this without all the volunteers who spend hours looking over reports, 
forms and instruments!  We would like the thank the following people for their generosity 
in helping: 
 
 Greg Bluhm, CSI 
 Troy Stenstrom, Therma 
 Jeff Balvanz, Air Systems 
 Peter Hirashima, Air Balance Hawaii 
 Carey Tomasa, Air Balance Hawaii 
 Romy Gonzalez, Alpha Air Testing 
 Doug Buote, Certified Testing 
 Joe Condon, Air-Con 
 Art DeLeon, Final Air Balance 
 Jason Huffman, Pacific Test & Balance, Inc. 
 Dan Moore, Pyramid Balancing 
 Randy Silva, Neudorfer Engineering 
 Curtis Worley, TABCO, Inc. 
 Bill Jeffrey, DPR Construction 
 Vic Congi, Carter Air Balance 
 
Steve Smith, TABCO, Inc., NEBB Technical Chair 

Phone: 510-386-1270 
Fax: 510-438-6853 
E-mail: akearns@nocalhawaiinebb.org 
www.nocalhawaiinebb.org 

Northern California/

Hawaii NEBB 

COMMITTEES: 

Technical: 

Steve Smith, TABCO, Chair 

Greg Bluhm, CSI, Inc. 

Jim Taylor, TK & Assoc. 

Carey Tomasa, Air Balance  

     Hawaii 

Jason Huffman, Pacific Test & 

Balance, Inc. 

Art DeLeon, Final Air Balance 

 

Education: 

Steve Conn, Air Systems, Chair 

Bill Jeffrey, DPR Construction 

Ryan Chang, TAB Engineers 

Martin Burke, TSS,  Inc. 

Art DeLeon, Final Air Balance 

 

Marketing: 

Vic Congi, Carter Air, Chair 

Romy Gonzalez, Alpha Air  

     Balancing 

Dan Moore, Pyramid Balancing 

Sargon Ishaya, IEM Corp 

Greg  Bluhm, CSI, Inc. 

Troy Stenstrom, Therma 

We’re on the 

Web 

www.nocalhawaiinebb.org 

39899 Balentine Drive 
Suite 200 
Newark, CA  94560 
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Northern California/Hawaii Chapter’s Marketing 
Efforts 

O ur Chapter has attended the following trade shows: 
 

 ISPE 
 BOMA 
 ASHRAE Golden Gate 
 
In September we will be attending the San Joaquin ASHRAE meeting as a speaker pre-
senting on Air and Water Balancing. 
 
Should anyone have any other suggestions on events we can attend, please contact the lo-
cal Chapter.  Thank you. 

Thank You Re-certification Reviewers! 


